Out of sight, security in mind
Choosing a wireless magnetic contact just got a whole
lot easier.
Meet the MCNANO-WE, a wireless magnetic contact that delivers
exceptional long-life performance and blends in perfectly with
any residential or small commercial property.
Engineered for a satisfying installation, the MCNANO-WE provides
a compact and stylish contact for multiple security use cases.
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MCNANO-WE

Partcode

69mm

69mm

14mm 29mm

MCNANO-WE

Slim Wireless Magnetic Contact
Key features
Front and rear tamper protection
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Signal Strength Indicators (SSI)

P

Magnet included

P

Casing and colour

White, 2mm ABS

Electrical specifications
Transmission frequency

868MHz, FM transceiver narrow band

LED colours

Red, blue, green

Engineered to perform, designed to disappear

Transmission method

Not only does the MCNANO-WE provide the ideal wireless
magnetic contact for any internal perimeter application, but
it also fits within the door or window frame for an extremely
discreet finish. A non-invasive and efficient installation for
smarter security.

Temperature

Nano size, giga performance

1x lithium battery included

Don’t let its size deceive you, the MCNANO-WE offers superior
wireless performance even within uPVC frames, with an
outstanding 2-year battery life; providing installation flexibility
for any residential or small commercial property.

Low voltage threshold

Fit for (multi)-purpose

Certifications

The MCNANO-WE can protect entrances and exits, as well
as secure multiple use cases, from medicine and cleaning
cupboards to rooms, desk drawers and windows. Make every
property secure and safe.
Smaller doesn’t mean less secure
Providing optimum security that’s almost 66% smaller than the
MC1MINI-WE. The MCNANO-WE offers the same level of security
protection, in a much more modern and flexible package.
Maximum security, maximum style
Although the MCNANO-WE has been developed to fit out of
sight, its aesthetic design gives it a premium and stylish finish
that can both blend-in and complement any property. Stealthy
has never been so stylish.

Fully encrypted rolling code

Storage

-20ºC to 50ºC

Nominal

-10ºC to 50ºC

Certified

-10ºC to 40ºC

Battery
CR2450R, 3V, 620mAh @ 390uA
(Ø x H) 24.5 x 5mm
2/2V+/-5%

Dimensions (WxHxD) and weight
Device

29 x 69 x 10mm, 21g

Magnet

14 x 69 x 10mm, 19g

Electrical conformity

CE

EN50131

Grade 2

Environmental class

II

Faster installation, less invasion, upsell opportunities and the
same superior security with two-way wireless technology:
• No wires, no fuss
Fully wireless means there is no need to run wiring by lifting
floorboards or moving furniture; saving time and money.
• One-Push-To-Learn
A feature in all Enforcer wireless devices that means learning
them onto the system can be done in seconds. A simple onebutton learning feature for easy installation.

Security never sleeps, so neither does the MCNANO-WE

• Signal Strength Indicators (SSI)

The MCNANO-WE is constantly awake; giving the user complete
peace of mind that they’ll be alerted to activations when the
system is armed, as well as chime tones when doors to the
property are opened. Be assured that the MCNANO-WE is
keeping patrol.

SSI in all Enforcer wireless devices allow them to be optimally
positioned during installation, without the need to refer back to
the panel.

Switch up the colour
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The MCNANO-WE comes in white as standard, but you can
switch this up by purchasing plastic kits to turn it brown
(MCNANOBR-KIT) or anthracite (MCNANOGR-KIT) to match the
installation décor. Even if you spot it, it will still blend in.

